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Abstract Spur-and-groove (SAG) morphology character-

izes the fore reef of many coral reefs worldwide. Although

the existence and geometrical properties of SAG have been

well documented, an understanding of the hydrodynamics

over them is limited. Here, the three-dimensional flow

patterns over SAG formations, and a sensitivity of those

patterns to waves, currents, and SAG geometry were

characterized using the physics-based Delft3D-FLOW and

SWAN models. Shore-normal shoaling waves over SAG

formations were shown to drive two circulation cells: a cell

on the lower fore reef with offshore flow over the spurs and

onshore flow over the grooves, except near the seabed

where velocities were always onshore, and a cell on the

upper fore reef with offshore surface velocities and onshore

bottom currents, which result in depth-averaged onshore

and offshore flow over the spurs and grooves, respectively.

The mechanism driving this flow results from the net of the

radiation stress gradients and pressure gradient, which is

balanced by the Reynolds stress gradients and bottom

friction that differ over the spur and over the groove.

Waves were the primary driver of variations in modelled

flow over SAG, with the flow strength increasing for

increasing wave heights and periods. Spur height, SAG

wavelength, and the water depth at peak spur height were

the dominant influences on the hydrodynamics, with spur

heights directly proportional to the strength of SAG cir-

culation cells. SAG formations with shorter SAG wave-

lengths only presented one circulation cell on the shallower

portion of the reef, as opposed to the two circulation cells

for longer SAG wavelengths. SAG formations with peak

spur heights occurring in shallower water had stronger

circulation than those with peak spur heights occurring in

deeper water. These hydrodynamic patterns also likely

affect coral and reef development through sediment and

nutrient fluxes.

Keywords Coral reef � Spur-and-groove � Waves �
Currents � (3D) modelling � Delft3D

Introduction

Spur-and-groove (SAG) morphology is a common and

impressive characteristic of coral reefs worldwide. It is

composed of a series of submerged shore-normal coral

ridges (spurs) separated by shore-normal patches of
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sediment (grooves), starting at the seawards edge of the

reef flat extending down the reef slope into deeper water

(Guilcher 1988). SAG morphology has been observed

along fringing reefs, barrier reefs, and atolls in the Pacific

Ocean (Munk and Sargent 1948; Storlazzi et al. 2003), the

Atlantic Ocean (Shinn et al. 1981), the Indian Ocean

(Weydert 1979; Bouchon 1981), Caribbean Sea (Goreau

1959; Blanchon and Jones 1997), and the Red Sea (Sneh

and Friedman 1980). The geometric properties of SAG

formations have been described by numerous authors

(Munk and Sargent 1948; Storlazzi et al. 2003). Duce et al.

(2016) observed that there is no standard definition of

morphometric parameters, and authors report different

metrics. This manuscript adopts the measurable morpho-

metric parameters for the SAG geometric description

shown in Fig. 1 and Table 1, predominantly using the same

terminologies as Storlazzi et al. (2003) and Rogers et al.

(2013). Rogers et al. (2013) noted that although the scales

of SAG vary worldwide, spur heights are on the order of

0.5–10 m, SAG alongshore wavelength (i.e., the distance

between adjacent spur peaks) on the order of 5–150 m, and

groove widths on the order of 1–100 m. SAG structures

can be found in depths ranging from 0 to 45 m (Wood and

Oppenheimer 2000).

The importance of SAG structures is related to their

potential role as regulators of hydraulic energy, sediment,

and nutrients given (a) their location between the reef flat

and deep ocean, and (b) the fact that they generally host the

corals with growth rates faster than the rest of the reef

(Munk and Sargent 1948; Odum and Odum 1955).

Regardless of their location in the reef profile (e.g., in the

SAG zone or in the reef flat), coral reefs seem more prone

to develop in environments with an ideal range of hydro-

dynamic conditions (e.g., Storlazzi et al. 2003, 2005).

Energetic environments might limit reef development, as

extreme waves could break them or induce high abrasion

by bedload and suspended sediment concentrations, which

are usually understood as factors with the potential to harm

coral health (Dollar 1982; Storlazzi et al. 2003, 2005). On

the other hand, increasing water motion may induce more

mass transfer and nutrient uptake, enhancing photosyn-

thetic production (Falter et al. 2004; Rogers et al. 2013).

Fig. 1 Schematic views of spur-and-groove morphology as repre-

sented in the modelling (base case). a Cross-shore view. b Alongshore

view. c Map/top view. Solid black line represents the cross-shore axis

of the spur, and dashed black line is the cross-shore axis of the

groove. The blue lines are mid positions between spur and groove.

The grey line is the alongshore axis where spur height is greatest

along the cross-shore profile. The coloured gradations represent depth
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SAG formations are more commonly found in wave-

dominated environments and numerous studies have rela-

ted the SAG geometry to the incident wave conditions

(Munk and Sargent 1948; Storlazzi et al. 2003; Rogers

et al. 2013). SAG formations are prone to develop in more

exposed areas (Munk and Sargent 1948; Duce et al. 2014),

and spur alignment is generally considered to be orthogo-

nal to the direction of the main incoming wave (Shinn

1963; Duce et al. 2016). Storlazzi et al. (2003) and Duce

et al. (2016) noted that SAG wavelengths tend to be shorter

both for more exposed and shallower areas. As more

exposed and shallower locations are generally character-

ized by greater wave energy, these trends suggest that wave

energy is associated with SAG morphology, with higher

energy areas tending to have closer groove spacing (or

shorter SAG wavelengths).

Although the existence and geometrical properties of

SAG are well documented, the literature concerning

specifically the hydrodynamics around them is sparse.

Rogers et al. (2013) investigated the hydrodynamics of

SAG with a two-dimensional Boussinesq-type model and

identified a nearshore Lagrangian circulation pattern of

counter-rotating circulation cells, with transport offshore

over the spur and onshore over the groove on the lower fore

reef of the SAG, and with the reversed pattern on the upper

fore reef. The only known extensive set of field data

collected in SAG formations was made by Rogers et al.

(2015) on Palmyra Atoll, where measurements of velocities

and pressures on top of spur and grooves at depths around

10 m were made. Their measurements showed the exis-

tence of situations with circulation cells, whose strength

increased for hydrodynamic conditions with directly inci-

dent wave direction and low alongshore flow.

Despite the initial efforts to investigate the hydrody-

namics over SAG morphology, to date no research has

tackled the three-dimensional (3D) wave-driven flow pat-

tern over SAG morphology, and the influence of the 3D

flow effects on coral development remains unknown. To

address this gap, we described the 3D circulation found

within SAG formations and investigated the sensitivity of

these patterns to waves, alongshore currents, and SAG

geometry parameters by means of physics-based numerical

model simulations. The ultimate objective of this work is to

provide scientists predictive capability of the flow regime

for a range of conditions commonly found on coral reefs

with SAG formations. Furthermore, we discuss the impli-

cations of the hydrodynamic aspects for corals and nutrient

and sediment transport in the context of coral health and

growth.

Table 1 Range of parameter: waves, currents, and spur-and-groove geometry

Type Variable Symbol Range of values (base case) Unit

Wave parameters Significant wave height Hs0 0.5–6

(1)

m

Wave steepness* Hs0 Lp0
-1 0.006–0.050

(0.006)

–

Spur height hspr 0.5–8.0

(2)

m

SAG geometry Spur-and-groove wavelength kSAG 25–100

(50)

m

Ratio of groove width and SAG wavelength Wgrv kSAG
-1 0.01–0.82

(0.06)

–

SAG cross-shore slope tan bf 0.02–0.50

(0.07)

–

Reef flat width Wreef 50–1000

(300)

m

Ratio of friction coefficient between groove and spur CD-groove CD-spur
-1 1/6–0.5

(0.5)

–

Vertical position of maximum spur height zl 5–17

(17)

m

Alongshore forcing Alongshore wind speed U10 0–20

(0)

m s-1

*The equivalent peak wave period lies in the range of 3–15 s (10 s for the base case)
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Methods

Three-dimensional wave-averaged model

We used numerical modelling to provide a full character-

ization of the 3D wave-driven flow patterns over SAG

structures. An extensive set of simulations was used to

describe the circulation patterns found within SAG for-

mations and to identify their governing mechanisms.

Delft3D (D3D) is a fully integrated computer software

suite for 3D computations for coastal and estuarine areas

(Lesser et al. 2004). The D3D suite is composed of several

modules, and in this work the coupling between D3D-

FLOW version 3.59.01.48550 (Lesser et al. 2004) and

SWAN version 40.72 (Booij et al. 1999) were used for all

the simulations. In D3D-FLOW, the generalized Lagran-

gian mean (GLM) formulation is used to solve the shallow

water momentum equations (Andrews and McIntyre 1978),

namely the wave-averaged (i.e., time-averaged over many

wave periods) mass- and momentum-balance equations.

SWAN uses the wave action balance equation to calculate

the propagation of wave fields over space and receives

from D3D-FLOW the mean flow conditions (e.g., water

levels). With the wave energy obtained over the entire

domain, the wave forces (i.e., radiation stress gradients),

which are calculated with linear wave theory expressions,

are coupled back as an additional force to the flow com-

putation (see Lesser et al. 2004, for more details).

Parameter space

We first defined a base case scenario (Table 1), and then we

investigated the sensitivity of the flow due to each of the

parameters: waves, SAG geometry, alongshore flow,

hereafter referred to as sensitivity runs. The base case, with

bathymetry shown in Fig. 1, corresponds to a typical SAG

formation found in southern Moloka’i, as described by

Storlazzi et al. (2003) and Rogers et al. (2013). The sen-

sitivity runs are the same as the base case run, except for

the varying parameters that were changed one at a time.

The sensitivity runs allowed the identification of the

parameters with greatest influence on the flow patterns. In

the second step, those parameters were varied simultane-

ously so as to best understand the variation in, and controls

on, flows over SAG formations.

The range of parameters simulated is presented in

Table 1 and discussed below. Of the wave parameters, the

incident significant wave height, Hs0, and the wave steep-

ness, Hs0Lp0
-1, where Lp0 is the peak wavelength in deep

water, were varied, whereas only shore-normal waves were

investigated for simplicity. The range of values used here

took into consideration parameter variation reported in

previous research both specifically on SAG hydrodynamics

(Rogers et al. 2013) and on coral reefs (Quataert et al.

2015; Lowe and Falter 2015).

To represent the vast variation of SAG formations, we

used schematic bathymetries and friction in the modelling

(see Appendix 1 and Fig. 1). The SAG geometry considers

the following set of SAG geometric parameters: spur

height (hspr), spur wavelength (kSAG), ratio of groove width

to spur wavelength (Wgrv kSAG
-1), cross-shore slope (bf),

reef flat width (Wreef), the ratio of friction coefficient

between the spurs and grooves (CD-grv CD-spr
-1; see

Appendix 1) and vertical position of maximum spur height

(zl) (Fig. 1). The choice of the range of these parameters

considered sets of SAG geometries reported in numerous

research publications (Goreau 1959; Shinn et al. 1981;

Storlazzi et al. 2003; Rogers et al. 2013; Quataert et al.

2015; Duce et al. 2016).

To identify how the 3D circulation over SAG

bathymetries changes with alongshore forcing, the along-

shore wind speed was selected to drive alongshore currents.

A range of wind speeds was applied, with maximum value

of 20 m s-1 that corresponds to storm conditions.

Model set-up

The model grid for the base case scenario is shown in

Supplementary Fig. 1. A total of 14 SAG formations were

included in each bathymetry; results were only retained in

the central SAG formations to remove domain edge effects.

The alongshore resolution over the SAG varied from 50 m

outside the SAG zone down to 1/3 of the groove width in

the groove (1 m for the base case). The cross-shore reso-

lution varied from 25 m at the offshore extent of the model

to 3 m near the reef crest. Twenty sigma-layers were used

in the vertical, with finer grids close to the bottom and to

the water surface. In a depth of 22 m, the smallest and

largest grid spacings were 6 cm and 4.2 m in the bot-

tom/surface layers and in mid-depth, respectively.

The model settings for D3D-FLOW and SWAN are

summarized in Supplementary Table 1. In this work, we

hypothesized that the combined effect of refraction and

diffraction occurring over SAG formations could be rep-

resented in SWAN by neglecting them both (note that

wave-averaged models like SWAN do not account for

diffraction as part of their core equation). This hypothesis

was grounded upon the results found by Rogers et al.

(2013), which suggested that the combined effect of

refraction and diffraction is close to null for SAG forma-

tions with limited SAG wavelengths (kSAG B 100 m). We

validated this assumption by comparing our model results

with a wave-resolving model (see Appendix 2).
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Results

First, we studied in detail the base case model results

(section ‘‘Base case’’), which were found to be represen-

tative for the majority of the simulated conditions. Next,

we presented the mechanisms and effects of varying con-

ditions on the velocity profile (section ‘‘Changes to the

velocity profiles’’).

Base case

Wave propagation and water levels

Waves approaching the SAG zone were found to first

gradually shoal on the lower fore reef (here defined as zone

of the reef with depths larger than approximately 12 m)

and then started shoaling quickly on the upper fore reef up

to the point where they broke onshore of the SAG zone and

before the reef crest. The waves’ heights rapidly decreased

over the reef crest and then continued to decrease over the

reef flat (Fig. 2a). The common set-down/set-up pattern

(e.g., Buckley et al. 2015) for sloping reefs was repro-

duced: on the lower fore reef, the mean water level g
(Fig. 2b) decreased (set-down) and continued decreasing

on the upper fore reef until the break point, where it

attained its minimum value. From that point farther

onshore, an increase of g (set-up) occurred, it increased

most rapidly where the wave breaking was greater, and

then it increased more gradually, reaching a maximum

value at the shoreline.

Velocity profiles

The Lagrangian cross-shore currents (note that all currents

referred to hereafter are Lagrangian, except where indi-

cated) were found to be dominant over the alongshore and

vertical velocities; thus, only the cross-shore velocities

were explored in detail. First, all currents (Fig. 3a) had

Fig. 2 Cross-shore variations in waves and water level over spur-and-groove morphology for base case. a Significant wave height, Hs. b Mean

water level, g. c Depth profile over spurs (solid lines) and grooves (dashed lines), h. The red dashed line provides the wave-breaking position
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relatively low magnitudes, on the order of 1–10 cm s-1.

On the lower fore reef over the grooves, currents were

onshore, whereas over the spurs they were predominantly

offshore, becoming onshore only close to the seafloor (i.e.,

roughly the lowest 3 m). Approaching the surf zone

(depths = 5 m), the velocity profiles over both spur and

groove showed offshore surface currents and onshore

bottom velocities. Depth-averaged flow in the groove was

offshore, since offshore surface currents were faster than

the onshore bottom velocities. As for the spur, the onshore

bottom currents were faster than the offshore surface cur-

rents, yielding depth-averaged flow in the onshore direction

(not shown).

Fig. 3 Types of flow pattern over the spur (black) and groove (red). a Type A (base case). b Type B (with spur-and-groove wavelength kSAG of

25 m). c Type C (with Hs0Lp0
-1 of 0.025). Arrows indicate Lagrangian velocity (uL, wL)
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The surface streamlines indicated that surface tracers

over the SAG would tend to flow offshore through the

spurs, except for the groove on the lower fore reef, where

they had closed elliptical paths (Fig. 4a). Bottom shear

stress (i.e., the wave-averaged bottom shear stresses that

include contribution from waves) values in the SAG zone

were on the order of 0.1 Pa, being higher over the spurs

than over grooves (Fig. 4b). A similar order of magnitude

of shear stresses with higher values over spurs was also

found for SAG formations on Palmyra Atoll (Rogers et al.

2015). The bottom currents were onshore everywhere in

the SAG zone (Fig. 4c), indicating that bottom tracers

would flow onshore.

The alongshore and vertical velocities were lower than

the cross-shore currents (Fig. 5), and the cross-shore vor-

ticity was concentrated near the bed (Supplementary

Fig. 3a–c). The flow converged towards the higher portion

of the water column over the groove in the lower fore reef

(Fig. 5a), whereas approaching the transition between

lower and upper fore reef (Fig. 5b), it focused towards the

near-bed over the spur. The upper fore reef (Fig. 5c) was

characterized by a dominance of vertical velocities over

alongshore velocities.

Momentum balance

To investigate the mechanisms for the SAG circulation, we

conducted the momentum balance analysis (see momentum

terms in Eq. (4) of Lesser et al. 2004) in the cross-shore

over the spur and the groove (Fig. 6). The wave force and

pressure gradient were the dominant forces, and, as they

were nearly in balance, the set-down pattern was observed

in the SAG zone. The net of wave force and pressure

gradient, which is the driver of currents, was primarily

balanced by the Reynolds stress horizontal and vertical

gradients, as well as bottom friction. The remaining

momentum terms (i.e., acceleration terms) were found to

be negligible. Over the groove, the net of the wave force

and pressure gradient was directed onshore (i.e., the

onshore pressure gradient exceeded the offshore wave

force) on the lower fore reef and became offshore in the

upper fore reef. Over the spur, the net of the wave force and

pressure gradient was nearly always directed offshore. The

Fig. 4 Map view of near-surface (averaged over the top 0.5 m) and

near bed (averaged over the lowest 0.5 m). a Cross-shore, uL-sur, and
alongshore, vL-sur, Lagrangian surface velocities (arrows), with

streamlines (grey lines). b Cross-shore, sbx, and alongshore, sby,
bottom shear stresses. c Cross-shore, uL-bot, and alongshore, vL-bot,
Lagrangian bottom velocities (arrows), with streamlines (grey lines)
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reversal of the depth-averaged currents over the groove

occurred in the location where pressure gradient nearly

equaled wave force.

Changes to the velocity profiles

Mechanisms and effects

To investigate the effects of variations of wave parameters,

SAG geometry, and alongshore forcing, we studied the

cross-shore velocity profiles on top of spurs and grooves

for the sensitivity runs (Fig. 7; note that for brevity we

show the results only for a few parameters, albeit a similar

analysis was performed for all other parameters; see Silva

2017). Next, we estimated the changes to the overall

strength of the flow by comparing the normalized maxi-

mum depth-averaged velocity over the spur (Fig. 8; note

that the analysis with normalized near-surface and near-

bottom velocities, which were also conducted and are not

presented here for brevity, showed the same trends as the

depth-averaged velocities). We also investigated situa-

tions in which alongshore currents were dominant by

estimating the ratio of the spatial mean of the absolute

depth-averaged alongshore and cross-shore currents (Sup-

plementary Fig. 4). To understand the mechanisms for the

changes to the hydrodynamics, we calculated the spatial

mean of the absolute depth-integrated momentum terms

(Supplementary Fig. 5). The dominant effects and associ-

ated mechanisms in the cross-shore velocity profile due to

changing forcing conditions and SAG characteristics are

summarized in Table 2.

Wave heights were the primary control on flow strength

(Fig. 7a). Larger waves induced significantly stronger cir-

culation cells (Fig. 8a), primarily due to the higher wave

forcing involved in the momentum balance that led to an

overall growing of the remaining balancing terms (i.e.,

pressure gradient, Reynolds stress gradients, acceleration

and bottom friction; Supplementary Fig. 5a). When waves

started breaking due to depth limitation (e.g., Fig. 2a), the

SAG circulation cell decayed, and the velocity profile

Fig. 5 Alongshore view of Lagrangian velocity, uL (colour, ? blue is

offshore and – red is onshore flow), vL and wL (arrows) with

streamlines (grey lines), for Types A (left)—base case—, and B

(right)—with spur-and-groove wavelength kSAG of 25 m—for 3

different alongshore sections. a Type A, depth of 20 m. b Type A,

depth of 16 m. c Type A, depth of 9 m. d Type B, depth of 20 m.

e Type B, depth of 16 m. f Type B, depth of 9 m
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shape started developing onshore surface currents and

undertow with maximum values at mid depth (not shown).

Wave periods had moderate influence on the velocity of

SAG circulation cells (Fig. 8b). Although higher wave

periods generated larger radiation stress gradients due to

higher shoaling, the overall increase in the wave forcing

and the remaining balancing terms (Supplementary

Fig. 5b) was not significant compared to wave height

(Supplementary Fig. 5a). When the wave reached the

steepness-breaking limit over the offshore end of the SAG

profile, whitecapping resulted in changes to the velocity

profile similar to the case of depth-induced breaking waves,

but in this case the parabolic shape is less prominent due to

lower vertical mixing.

Spur heights had significant influence in the strength of

SAG circulation cells (Fig. 7b). Taller spurs were associ-

ated with stronger flows (Fig. 8c) due to the greater wave

forcing (Supplementary Fig. 5c) as a result of higher waves

Fig. 6 Cross-shore variations in the momentum terms over the

groove (top) and spur (bottom). The horizontal black lines represent

the bottom profile (solid for spur and dashed for groove). The vertical

black lines indicate the positions where the momentum terms are

plotted, thus with null momentum terms. The momentum terms are

wave force (WF), pressure gradient (PG), Reynolds stress horizontal

gradients (HT), and Reynolds stress vertical gradients (VT). The local

and advective accelerations were found to be negligible. We did not

show the results at the bottom layer, where bottom friction is relevant,

for scaling purposes. Note that the Reynolds stress vertical gradients

were assumed to be equal to the residual (i.e., the sum of all

momentum terms), as D3D-FLOW provides output for all momentum

terms, except for them and for the vertical advective terms, and with

scale analysis we assumed the last to be much smaller than the former
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over the spur and higher cross-shore and alongshore depth

gradients. SAG wavelengths moderately influenced the

strength of the flow, with longer SAG wavelengths

resulting in higher SAG circulation cell velocities

(Fig. 8d). For shorter SAG wavelengths, surface velocities

over SAG on the lower fore reef were directed offshore

(Fig. 3b); namely, the cell on the lower fore reef ceased to

exist due to higher alongshore mixing of momentum (i.e.,

Reynolds stress horizontal gradients are larger for shorter

wavelengths, see Supplementary Fig. 5d). Longer SAG

wavelengths resulted in larger circulation cells that had

proportionally higher alongshore currents, consistent with

more mass flux within them. SAG formations with peak

spur height occurring in shallower water (buttress type) had

SAG circulation with higher velocities (Fig. 8i) due to

higher wave forces (Supplementary Fig. 5i) situated in

shallower waters. In addition, shallower spurs had circu-

lation cells shifted onshore, with widening of the deeper

cell (Fig. 7c). The reef slope for the more likely range

(bf\ 5�) where SAG formations are found did not

significantly influence either the strength or the shape of

the velocity profile (Fig. 8f). Instead, the zonation of SAG

circulation cells was affected, with steeper slopes providing

wider circulation cells over the deeper portions of the SAG

(not shown). The remainder SAG geometry parameters—

the groove width (Fig. 8e), the reef flat widths (Fig. 8g),

and the differential roughness between spur and groove

(Fig. 8h)—had a minor role in the SAG hydrodynamics,

which is consistent with nearly constant momentum terms

occurring for the different input conditions (Supplementary

Fig. 5e, g, h).

The degree of the alongshore dominance was directly

proportional to the strength of the alongshore forcing (U10,

Supplementary Fig. 4j). In the cross-shore direction, the

circulation cell on the upper fore reef was persistent,

whereas the cell on the lower fore reef disappeared under

alongshore forcing (U10 C 5 m s-1), thus having an effect

similar to shorter SAG wavelengths (see Fig. 3b).

Fig. 7 Cross-shore variations in Lagrangian velocity, uL, over the

spur (right) and groove (left) for varying parameters. a Varying

significant wave height Hs (0.5, 1 and 2 m). b Varying spur height hspr
(0.5, 2, 4 and 8 m). c Varying vertical position of maximum spur

height zl (5, 10 and 17 m). The horizontal black lines represent the

bottom profile (solid for spur and dashed for groove). The vertical

black lines indicate the positions where the cross-shore velocities are

plotted; thus, velocities on these lines are null. The scales of the cross-

shore Lagrangian velocities are given for each pair of spur and grove

plots (i.e., a, b, and c), and are indicated in the right plots
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Compilation of velocity profiles shape

Here, we present the results of all simulations, including

the runs for which the parameters HS, TP, hspr, kSAG, and zl
(i.e., the parameters associated with the largest changes in

the flow strength, see section ‘‘Mechanisms and effects’’)

were varied together, with the remaining model input

parameters kept the same as the base case (Table 1). The

results were evaluated in terms of the shape of the cross-

shore SAG velocity profiles, and a classification of the

velocity profile shapes into Types A, B, and C is proposed,

as detailed below. These were found to reasonably

Fig. 8 Ratio of maximum offshore depth-averaged currents over the

spur on the lower fore reef (Uspr-max) and its equivalent value for the

base case (Uspr-max-BC) for varying forcing and spur-and-groove

morphologic parameters. a Significant wave height, Hs. b Peak wave

period, Tp. c Spur height, hspr. d Spur-and-groove wavelength, kSAG.

e Ratio of groove width and SAG wavelength, Wgrv/kSAG. f Spur-and-
groove cross-shore slope, bf. g Reef width, Wreef. h Ratio of friction

coefficient between groove and spur, CD-groove/CD-spur. i Vertical

position of maximum spur height, zl. j Alongshore wind speed, U10.

Note the varying scale on the y-axis in the different subplots
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represent the overall variation in cross-shore SAG velocity

profile shape for all simulations.

The Type A flow pattern occurred for the base case

(Figs. 3a and 5a, c), with offshore flow over spurs and

onshore over grooves on the lower fore reef (Fig. 5a, b)

that reversed on the upper fore reef (Fig. 5c). This includes

both surface and depth-averaged flows over the groove and

only depth-averaged flows over the spur. The alongshore

and vertical flows were characterized by convergence

towards the groove in the deeper portion of the lower fore

reef (Fig. 5a) and a focalization towards the spur in the

remainder of the fore reef up to the transition between

lower and upper fore reef (Fig. 5b). After this transition,

the alongshore currents were limited (Fig. 5c).

The Type B pattern had the same velocity profile shape

over the spur as Type A (Figs. 3b and 5d–f). As for the

groove, the flow on the upper fore reef for Type B was the

same as Type A, with depth-averaged and surface offshore

flows. The flow on the lower fore reef had an offshore

surface flow, thus differing from Type A. The alongshore

and vertical circulations were characterized by a conver-

gence towards the groove (Fig. 5d–f and Supplementary

Fig. 3d–f).The Type C flow pattern was defined as the flow

profile for which wave breaking (i.e., steepness or depth-

induced breaking) occurred, resulting in onshore flow close

to the surface and offshore deeper in the water column

(Fig. 3c).

Which flow pattern type occurred depended primarily on

the interaction between the waves and the SAG bathymetry

(i.e., whether waves broke or shoaled). With greater wave

steepness (Hs0Lp0
-1), or with higher waves, there was

greater potential for wave breaking, resulting in the Type C

flow pattern. Apart from the breaking cases, SAG forma-

tions were characterized with Types A and B velocity

profiles. The distinction between Types A and B was a

function of the SAG wavelength, as Type B occurred over

shorter SAG wavelengths. In Type B, surface velocities

over SAG on the lower fore reef were directed offshore,

due to the larger Reynolds stress horizontal gradients that

were able to mix momentum between them (Supplemen-

tary Fig. 5d). Type A velocity profiles were the most

common that occur with sufficiently large SAG wavelength

and without wave breaking. Similarly, without wave

breaking, at least the circulation cell on the upper fore

reef—with offshore depth-averaged groove and onshore

depth-averaged spur currents—was observed.

Discussion

Predicting the flow over SAG formations

Our study represents the first effort towards the description

of the 3D hydrodynamics over a wide range of SAG

geometries. Although our results corroborated the exis-

tence of counter-rotating, depth-averaged circulation cells

previously reported by Rogers et al. (2013), the wave-dri-

ven flow over SAG formations is characterized by depth-

varying velocities that were not previously elucidated.

Consequently, a three-dimensional model as first utilized

here is required for a complete understanding of the

hydrodynamics and their implication to reef development.

Shoaling waves propagating over SAG were shown to

drive Type A SAG circulation, which essentially consists

of a two-cell system resulting in reversed depth-averaged

current patterns over the spur and groove for different

portions of the fore reef (i.e., one cell in the lower part and

one cell in the upper portion). The velocity profiles are

characterized by offshore-directed surface currents and

onshore-directed bottom currents, except in the lower

portion of the groove, where the currents are directed

onshore. This circulation pattern is expected for all forcing

conditions and SAG geometries with shoaling waves,

except for the cases with alongshore forcing and with

shorter SAG wavelengths. For these cases, the cell on

upper fore reef still exists, but on the lower fore reef the

currents over the SAG are directed offshore, except at the

near-bottom where they reverse (Type B). When waves

break over SAG, the velocity profile is characterized by

onshore-directed surface currents, offshore-directed cur-

rents in the mid water column (i.e., undertow) and onshore-

directed near-bottom currents (Type C).

Our results indicate that the circulation pattern over a

SAG formation depends on both the SAG geometry and the

incident forcing conditions occurring at a given time. The

interdependency between the parameters makes the pre-

diction of the velocity profile (i.e., among Types A, B, and

C) a complex task. To demonstrate this, we took as

examples the most important parameters associated with

the strength of the flow, namely the wave and spur heights,

and the depth at peak spur height. Although higher waves

and spur heights, together with peak spur heights occurring

in shallower waters, tend to result in stronger Type A cir-

culation cells, Type C circulation occurs once waves start

breaking.

The main influence of SAG wavelength seems to be the

shift from circulation Types A to B for lower SAG

wavelengths. The compilation of reported SAG structures

by Duce et al. (2016) indicates that the mean SAG wave-

lengths (i.e., the average SAG wavelength on a single reef)
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can vary between 20 and 200 m. Our results demonstrate

the occurrence of Type B circulation for the majority of

cases with a SAG wavelength of 25 m (i.e., the minimum

value modelled), and for a few cases of 50 m, whereas all

others SAG wavelengths had either Type A or Type C

circulation when waves are breaking. Moreover, SAG

wavelengths tend to increase with depth on a reef (Storlazzi

et al. 2003; Duce et al. 2016). We hypothesize that a reef

system with short SAG wavelengths (i.e., kSAG\ 50 m)

on the upper fore reef but with longer wavelengths on the

lower fore reef would experience Type A circulation.

However, because we used a schematic bathymetry with a

constant (throughout a single reef) SAG wavelength in our

study (see Fig. 1b, c and Appendix 1), the effect of varying

SAG wavelengths within a single reef on the hydrody-

namics remains unknown and warrants further

investigation.

Another important factor for the prediction of the

hydrodynamic over SAG is the presence of an alongshore

forcing (such as alongshore wind-, tidally, or oblique wave-

driven currents), which was shown to have two effects.

First, alongshore forcing leads to the disappearance of the

circulation cell on the lower fore reef, although the circu-

lation on the upper fore reef remains regardless of the

alongshore forcing (Type B). Second, our results indicate

that, even with a relatively weak alongshore forcing (i.e.,

U10 of 5 m s-1), the alongshore currents outstrip the rela-

tively weak cross-shore currents (on the order of

1–10 cm s-1) and the offshore circulation ceases to exist.

Although the presence and strength of alongshore forcing is

site- (e.g., reefs in micro and macro tidal environments)

and time-specific (e.g., the occurrence of storms), it is

reasonable to expect that at least some alongshore forcing

occurs in the majority of situations (e.g., Rogers et al.

2015); thus, circulation Type B would predominantly be

found worldwide.

The NFR13 measurements in Palmyra Atoll reported by

Rogers et al. (2015) were predominantly characterized by

offshore-directed surface currents and onshore-directed

bottom-currents over the SAG, which resulted in depth-

averaged offshore velocities over both (see Figs. 5a and 7;

Rogers et al. 2015). As their measurements were taken in

SAG formations with short SAG wavelengths and sub-

jected to alongshore forcing, we infer that they experienced

Type B of circulation, which meets this velocity profile

shape in the lower portion of the reef (see Fig. 3b). As the

measurements were limited to a single alongshore section

of the SAG, a comparison at other locations of the reef

profile (e.g., verification of the reversing of currents farther

onshore) was not possible.

SAG in more energetic wave environments would likely

result in wave breaking over deeper portions of the fore

reef. Our results indicate that, for the cases with breaking,

the disappearance of the onshore circulation cell occurs,

resulting in Type C circulation. The currents that result

from depth-induced wave breaking are generally much

stronger (order * 10–100 cm s-1) than those in the

shoaling zone, which may have implications on sediment

transport patterns (see section ‘‘Implications of SAG

hydrodynamics to reef development’’).

Overall, the prediction of the flow over SAG needs to

consider specific sets of wave parameters, alongshore

forcing, and SAG geometries because of their interdepen-

dency in affecting wave-induced flows. In addition, the

type of circulation may vary both in time (i.e., depending

on the forcing conditions) and in space (i.e., given the fact

that SAG formations may vary within the same reef).

Although our study provides general guidelines for fore-

casting flow pattern over SAG, we recommend in situ

measurements and dedicated case study modelling (i.e., not

schematic) for the study of the hydrodynamics over

specific SAG formations.

Drivers of circulation

To get insight into the mechanisms by which SAG for-

mations drive circulation, we modelled the flow over

alongshore-uniform bathymetries (i.e., without SAG

bathymetry and with alongshore-uniform friction). In the

shoaling zone, offshore-directed surface currents and

onshore-directed bottom velocities occur, which concep-

tually matches the velocity profile shape over the spur and

over the upper portion of the groove. Therefore, the pres-

ence of onshore currents over the lower portion of the

groove is the main change to the shape of the velocity

profile associated with the presence of SAG. To verify the

importance of the bottom friction as driver of circulation,

we investigated the flow over alongshore-uniform

bathymetries but with SAG friction (i.e., similar to the base

case). The results were nearly similar to the alongshore-

uniform bathymetries with uniform friction that had no

SAG circulation. The main mechanism that causes distinct

cross-shore current patterns over the spur and groove is the

gradient in depth (and not the bottom friction), which was

discussed by Rogers et al. (2013).

Our momentum balance analysis in the cross-shore

direction indicated that the net of pressure gradient and

wave force is the driver of flow, which was predominantly

balanced by the Reynolds stress gradients in the water

column and by friction at the bottom. In a depth-averaged

sense, our results had similarities to the modelling of

Rogers et al. (2013), as they also found the net of the

pressure gradient and wave-force to drive the flow. How-

ever, they observed that this net is predominantly balanced

by bottom friction, whereas we found that the Reynolds

stress gradients, which were not part of their modelling
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(i.e., absent in the equation being resolved), to be relevant

for the momentum balance.

In the estimation of the momentum terms in the cross-

shore direction with the measurements in Palmyra Atoll,

Rogers et al. (2015) found that the largest terms (i.e., with

largest orders of magnitude) are the wave force, pressure

gradient, and lateral advective term. Although our results

also found the two former to be the largest, the important

role of the lateral advective term deviates from our find-

ings. According to our results, the substantial increase in

the lateral advective terms only occurs for the situations

with alongshore forcing, for which they scaled with the net

Fig. 9 Spur (black) and groove (red) cross-shore bottom shear stress

at the depth at peak spur height (|sbx-zl|) for varying forcing and spur-

and-groove morphologic parameters. a Significant wave height, Hs.

b Peak wave period, Tp. c Spur height, hspr. d SAG wavelength, kSAG.
e Ratio of groove width and spur-and-groove wavelength, Wgrv/kSAG.

f Spur-and-groove cross-shore slope, bf. g Reef width, Wreef. h Ratio

of friction coefficient between groove and spur, CD-groove/CD-spur.

i Vertical position of maximum spur height, zl. j Alongshore wind

speed, U10. Note the varying scale of the y-axis in the different

subplots
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of wave pressure gradient and wave force but had one order

of magnitude less for each of them. We hypothesize that

this increase in the measured lateral advective acceleration

occurs due to the combined effect of greater alongshore

forcing and alongshore spatial derivatives of the depth-

averaged cross-shore velocity, which may occur for highly

variable local bathymetries (i.e., in comparison with the

idealistic, smooth bathymetries we adopted).

Implications of SAG hydrodynamics to reef

development

The bottom shear stresses in the SAG zone were generally

higher over the spur than over the groove (Figs. 4b and 9),

which was also reported by Rogers et al. (2013, 2015).

Accordingly, the potential for sediment transport would be

higher over the spur and the grove. The bottom shear

stresses over the spur would be able to bring fine sands (or

smaller grain sizes) under suspension, whereas over the

groove they could only move silts, as estimated with the

shields parameter for the base case bottom shear stresses at

the depth at peak spur height (Figs. 4b and 9). In addition,

the significant increase of bottom shear stresses for

increasing wave height (Fig. 9a), spur height (Fig. 9c), and

decreasing depth at peak spur height (Fig. 9i) only occur-

red over the spur, demonstrating that the difference in the

potential for sediment transport over the spur and groove

would increase for cases with stronger circulation (Fig. 8a,

c, i). The relatively stronger alongshore currents over spurs

(e.g., Rogers et al. 2015) would tend to transport sediment

to the grooves, where they would more likely deposit due

to lower shear stresses. Enhanced coral development over

spurs would therefore be expected due to lower suspended

sediment concentrations, unless extreme bottom shear

stresses (e.g., during storms) occur, which could result in

coral breakage (Storlazzi et al. 2005).

The cross-shore circulation pattern occurring for shoal-

ing waves implies that bottom material (e.g., sediment)

would be brought from the fore reef to the reef flat through

the onshore-directed near-bottom currents (Fig. 4c).

Although the bottom shear stresses are strong enough to

suspend sediment like sands, we expect them to remain

close to the seabed with the relatively weak currents in the

SAG zone; thus, only the near-bottom currents would

transport the sediment. Oppositely, the buoyant material

near the surface (e.g., larvae, pollutants) would be trans-

ported from the reef flat to the fore reef through the off-

shore-directed surface currents (Fig. 4a). Together with the

cross-shore currents, the vorticity associated with the sec-

ondary circulation (Fig. 5), which is concentrated over the

spurs (Supplementary Fig. 3), may enhance mixing and, as

such, increase the availability of food and nutrients to

corals living over spurs. The occurrence of extreme events

(e.g., large wave heights) would likely result in breaking

waves over the SAG. Accordingly, we expect the devel-

opment of the Type C circulation with much higher

velocities, which may suspend sediment higher up in the

water column. With strong undertows (Type C circulation),

sediment could be transported offshore across the SAG

zone, promoting the recirculation of the sediment that is

transported upslope during milder conditions.

The investigation of the mechanisms for the SAG

development conducted by Duce et al. (2020) showed that

both onshore (i.e., towards the reef flat) and seaward

accretions over the spurs occurred in SAG formations. The

onshore accretion is in agreement with all (Types A, B, and

C) circulations modelled here, with onshore-directed, near-

bottom velocities that increase upslope and shorewards.

Seaward accretion does not seem to be supported by any of

the near-bottom circulation patterns modelled here over the

SAG zone. However, our results indicate that the near-

bottom velocities quickly became directed offshore when

waves start breaking close to the reef crest (not shown),

which would result in an offshore-directed sediment

transport and, as such, would match the seaward accretion.

A detailed investigation of the sediment transport patterns

across the whole reef profile is recommended to better

understand how the hydrodynamics influence the SAG

development.
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Appendix 1: Bathymetric and roughness
schematization

To represent the vast variation of SAG formations, we used

schematic bathymetries in the modelling. The conceptual

bathymetry used here is equivalent to the idealized profile

used by Rogers et al. (2013), which is based on 10

prominent SAG formations from areas with documented

active coral growth on the southwestern coast of Moloka’i,

Hawai’i. The shape of these SAG bathymetries was
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simplified by a superposition of spurs on top of the reef

profile, represented as a cosine function in the alongshore

direction and a skewed Gaussian function in the cross-

shore direction (Fig. 1), as shown below,

h x; yð Þ ¼ hbase � hsprhxhy; ð1Þ

where h is the depth, x is the cross-shore position, positive

offshore, y is the alongshore position, hbase (x) is the reef

profile, hspr is the spur height, and hx and hy are the cross-

shore and alongshore SAG shape functions, as shown

below,

hx ¼ exp � x� lð Þ2

2�2

" #
; ð2Þ

hy ¼ max 1þ að Þ cos py
kSAG

� �����
����� a; 0

� �
; ð3Þ

where l is the x for the maximum spur height, e(x) is a

spreading parameter, with e = e1 for x � l and e = e2 for
x\ l, kSAG is the SAG wavelength, and a is the coefficient
for the alongshore shape which depends on the groove

width (Wgrv) and kSAG defined below,

a ¼
cos p

2
1þ Wgrv

kSAG

� �h i��� ���
1� cos p

2
1þ Wgrv

kSAG

� �h i��� ��� : ð4Þ

The spurs and grooves are oriented orthogonal to the

shoreline, consistent with most of the reported SAG for-

mations. Although the SAG cross-shore slope is highly

variable in nature, a single slope between the depths of 0.5

(reef crest) and 22 m (offshore limit of model grid) was

assumed for simplicity. Onshore, the reef flat is horizontal

at a depth of 0.5 m, and the beach extends from - 0.5 m

to ? 0.5 with a constant slope of 1/20 (Fig. 1).

The hydrodynamic roughness across SAG is often

highly variable, as spurs are covered by coral and algae,

whereas grooves are often covered with sediment. A fric-

tion coefficient CD-spur = 0.06 was used on the spurs for all

simulations (e.g., Rosman and Hench 2011; Rogers et al.

2013). The ratio of friction coefficient between the spurs

and grooves (CD-grv CD-spr
-1) was varied in the simulations

to evaluate if the relative difference of roughness between

spur and groove could drive circulation. In the mid position

between the spurs and grooves, the friction values were

assigned as proportional to hxhy (i.e., the difference

between the depth and the groove depth at the same

alongshore section). Half of the roughness value between

the spur and groove was assumed in the reef flat (i.e., (CD-

grv ? CD-spr)/2).

Appendix 2: Validation

The assumption that applying SWAN without wave

refraction and diffraction was appropriate was validated by

comparing the wave field of SWAN with the wave-re-

solving, non-hydrostatic model SWASH that inherently

accounts for shoaling, refraction and diffraction in its core

equations (Zijlema and Stelling 2008). The validation cases

consisted of runs similar to the sensitivity runs, with vari-

ations over the base case of five hydrodynamic and SAG

geometry parameters, which are later shown to be domi-

nant for the wave-induced flow pattern over SAG

bathymetries: two wave parameters—HS, TP—, and three

SAG geometrical parameters—hspr, kSAG, and zl.

Monochromatic shore-normal waves propagating over a set

of two SAG formations were modelled, with alongshore

cyclic boundaries, and the wave maker at a water depth of

22 m, similar to Rogers et al. (2013). Three vertical layers

and a constant horizontal resolution of 1 m were used after

sensitivity tests showed that with this set-up the wave

dispersion is accurately represented.

A good agreement between SWAN and SWASH wave

heights was obtained (Supplementary Fig. 2), showing that

neglecting refraction and diffraction (SWAN) is a reason-

able assumption for the calculation of waves over the SAG

formations for which the difference between the wave

height over the spur and groove is small. As only limited

SAG wavelengths are considered in this work (kSAG-
B 100 m), we assumed this method was adequate for the

current study.
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